I Am One
Once upon a time and still today it is argued there was only one. If such
one is fictional, an explanation of why one as of today is unable to
explain the totality of the universe is warranted. Many limit themselves
to what one knows by laws readably provable. In this modern time
there are one’s exclaiming comprehension of law, but argue not validity
of statues but attack credibility.
Whereas as a Uniform Commercial Code Article 3 Negotiable
instrument can stand alone as one, the security securing cannot stand
alone without the existence of an obligation to support. Hence two parts
of a mortgage loan is made up of two singularity parts, one being a valid
lawful enforceable promissory note and the other supposedly a valid
lawful enforceable security instrument. Where both parts are valid and
enforceable, enforcements actions are limited only terms within the
contracts.
One thing for certain, when law fails to support one’s unlawful means
and methods, one is apt to try anything and everything to discredit
one’s use of law. For many, this world revolves around two sets of laws,
one set of laws apply to humanity and the other written by man to
govern man in accordance to man’s law of equity.
One method that would provide one with a claim to equitable right to
property (real or personal) under a UCC Article 3 instrument as an
alternate means to collect an equitable obligation would be by
identification of one with a right as found upon the face of the

instrument. State and federal courts have already opined as to what
constitutes an instrument’s endorsement stamping being an action to
create a “bearer” instrument from an “order” instrument in accordance
to Uniform Commercial Code Article 3. For one short on memory and
hating to admit defeat in accordance to UCC Article 3 and with court’s
supporting require that one entitled to enforce the instrument to
endorse the instrument in a manner to create a “bearer” instrument.
Once this “bearer” instrument is created and eligible to be negotiated
without endorsements results in a fatal flaw, identity to a subsequent
party has been lost and with a failure to identify one with rights by an
alternate means as to the mortgage. No subsequent party can claim
rights under either path of law as neither path of law has been followed.
In short, one or the other method and means most likely would have
allowed a transfer of rights, but where neither method nor means exist,
no rights remain enforceable.
One thing for certain, upon death of the body in accordance to scripture,
if one has not reached an understanding prior to death, consequence for
failing to follow God’s law has to be assimilated and comprehended
prior to death for after death there will be no possibility for
understanding. Just as under man’s law, failure to apply law to a
situation of one’s own creation does not equal two wrongs make a right.
True, that mathematics allow for a negative applying to a negative
results in a positive integer, but such positive integer only addresses
distance traveled in totality.

Unlike the words of God providing that we forgive one for they know
what they do, those who support the creation of this fatality flawed
financial mechanism have and will continue to attack anyone who
brings forward truth that attempts to disrupt their evil machine. One
has to inquire as to “why” those who argue not against truth only attack
the creditability of a messenger. Very complicated, simply hide the
truth in a world of complex lies and laws and one shall for a time be
able to prevail and receive monetary compensation.
Arguments exist as to whether Abraham Lincoln was an appropriate
President but these words by President Lincoln ring as loudly as the
Liberty Bell!

“You can fool all the people some of the time,
and some of the people all the time, but you
cannot fool all the people all the time. Abraham Lincoln “
Whereas the majority of the world believes in a God, there are those
who justly equally have not found evidence of truth supporting does not
mean that evidence supporting a criminal enterprise under man’s law
has not the capacity of being proved.
Folk’s, It Ain’t Easy, but it can be done with nothing more than power of
reasoning along with the power of the pen and faith in oneself.
Dedicated to “BOSCO”, my friend, an Atheist who walked more a path
of God that those who claim they walk the walk.

